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How a Mother Took Her First Step on the Moon: A Mother’s Keepsake Journal Of Advice to My
Children is a collection of light-hearted, true family stories and an empowering journal for future
and current moms. Author Julianne Bosch illuminates the fun and serious parts of being a
mother, offering advice that can help parents when teaching their own kids how to: plan ahead,
defend the ones you love, and find ways to laugh at your mistakes. Traveling, planning, and
parenting in many different countries, Bosch teaches her kids how to end arguments early, how
to have full experiences, and how to practice what you preach. You can find her scanning travel
blogs and posts for her next family travel adventure or giggling with her girlfriends about her
latest lost in translation moment. She calls it yard talk, because most of the greatest mom
solutions happen while making the puppy poop at 5 a.m. drinking coffee with your girlfriend-
neighbor in the front yard. Informative and inspirational!



“Julianne’s lively family stories do so much more than merely entertain—they remind us that
we’re not alone as we rise to the never-ending challenges of raising a family. These heart-
warming and inspiring lessons set us up to succeed while also giving us the space to form our
own takeaways as we apply them to our individual lives.”~Jen Paek (Second-generation Korean-
American Mom)is the Director of Production of Accessories for Hot Topic,but her favorite title is
mother to Ruby (her toddler).“As I read Julianne’s delightful, easy-to-read, and well-written book,
I am reminded, as every mother knows, that our work starts when our children are born and
goes on for the rest of our lives. While Julianne may only have turned fifty when she wrote this
book, I’ve had the honor of interacting with seniors almost twice her age in our senior living
communities.“You owe it to yourself to pause in your own life’s journey for an afternoon respite
nestled up to Julianne’s How a Mother Took Her First Step on the Moon and document your own
cherished family moments, life’s lessons, and the memorable wins and occasional losses you’ve
encountered along the way.”~Janet Pino (Chief Administrative Officer,Tuscan Gardens Senior
Living Center,Mom) of three successful and considerate adult children.“Julianne, your stories
reminded me of a conversation I’d had with my Grandma about raising kids. She’d raised eight
children on Grandpa’s income as a schoolteacher and after-school custodian. When we were
expecting our first, I’d asked her, “Grandma, how did you do it? How did you and Grandpa raise
eight kids?” Her reply was unapologetic and straight from the shoulder, “You just f*%#ing do it.”
She was right.“I really loved the spirit of your chapter, “How Did I Manage It?” It is so important to
find time and space for yourself when you are giving everything to your ‘Mom’ job. I confess, I
found myself looking forward to my dental appointments, times when I was able to just sit and
relax for a good half hour every six months! I’d tell the hygienist, ‘Take all the time you need, this
is my break from the kids.’”~Wyatt Barrett (former stay-at-home Dad: ten years/two boys)Mommy
& Me playgroup member, Tumbles Time andJoyful Jumping enthusiast, baseball and soccer
coach,YMCA camping leader, PTA president.“As a parent I have always looked to others whom I
have great respect for, who have walked the path ahead of me, and who are able to sprinkle
crumbs of advice for me to pick up and take along on my own journey of parenting my children.
Years ago in a personal conversation, Julianne shared some of her stories on how she was
navigating it all… I was so connected to her perspective that I begged her to write a book,
selfishly for me, so I can refer to it when needed!Julianne, these stories of motherhood are a gift
to your family and to all of us who are just trying to do our best as Moms. I want to thank you for
reminding me to be present, to be creative, to laugh, to be kind, to show unconditional love, and
to be vulnerable with my kids, because these, without a doubt, are the best years of my life.”~Ali
Landry Monteverde (Actress, Model, Host, Former Miss USA,People Magazine 50 Most
Beautiful People, RE/SHAPE Live,Spokes-Mom) of three curious and amazing children.“I love
that Julianne shares stories of her travels and all the places that she lived with a sense of humor
and candidness. A life well lived with beautiful memories that will have us all asking for more in
our own lives and perhaps cause us to hop on a plane on a whim to create more stories with our
families.“Julianne’s book will not only keep you laughing but will bring back all the beautiful



memories and emotions of raising your own children.”~Pam Sowder is a work-from-home mogul,
social influencer,mentor and author of Rich Girl Poor Girl. She co-foundedthe billion-dollar
brand, It Works and is a proud Momand Grandmother of three.“Julianne has always been an
inspirational ally. Her life philosophy, service focus, and her organized and amusing way of living
her life supported my growth toward being a better mom.“Her stories remind me of times we’ve
shared together. In many ways, I wish I could go back to certain moments and not directly use
her exact means but adapt them to my style. As the motherhood role is ongoing, I am now
thinking about how to refine my own style going forward.”~Karem Pascual (International non-
profit sectorrecruitment consultant for organizations in Asia,Latin America, Middle East, North
America, and Europe,Mom) of three amazing young adultsraised as conscious global
citizens“How a Mother Took Her First Step on the Moon is a fun, easy read with memorable
stories and life lessons to pass on to our children. I also loved the thought-provoking questions
at the end of each story.“As a Certified College Counselor, I believe giving your kids the ability to
communicate, to be their own advocates, and to take responsibility for their own actions gives
them life skills that every successful parent should aspire to pass on to their children.”~Candy
Zech (Certified College Counselor, Grandmotherand Mom) owner of Candy’s College
Counseling.Julianne, your book How a Mother Took Her First Step on the Moon was the
highlight of my year! I can’t wait to see how everything unfolds.~Haley Kim is a 4th grade teacher
at Providence Elementaryin Denton, Texas, a nine-year breast cancer survivor,and mom to
Taylor, an intelligent, dynamic teenager.Copyright © 2022 by Julianne BoschAll rights reserved.
No part of this book may be reproduced in any form or by any electronic or mechanical means,
including information storage and retrieval systems, without written permission from the
publisher, except by a reviewer, who may quote passages for review.First EditionPrinted in the
United States of AmericaCover Art and Design: Lynn S. CollinsAuthor Image: Charlie West
PhotographyLayout Artist: Adept Content SolutionsBosch Girasoles LLCThis is a work of
creative nonfiction. All the events in this collection are true to the best of the author’s memory.
Some names and identifying features have been changed to protect the identity of certain
parties. Names, characters, places, and incidents either are the product of the author’s
imagination or are used fictitiously. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, events, or
locales is entirely coincidental. The author in no way represents any company, corporation, or
brand mentioned herein. The views expressed in this collection are solely those of the
author.“Tell me, what is ityou plan to do with yourone wild and precious life?”—Mary Oliver, The
Summer DayContentsPrefaceIntroductionDedication1. Prior Planning Prevents Pish Poor
Performance: Always Be Prepared2. Put Yourself Out There for New Experiences3. Act Like You
Own the Place4. Remember to Write a Note5. Give a Smile and a Simple Hello; Try to Break
Them6. Practice What You Preach7. Create Special Moments8. Write a Letter When You’re
Mad9. Crisscross Applesauce or Else Risk Bad Breath10. Dress Smart and Smell Good11. Dirty
Words Make Your Mouth Ugly12. Volunteer in Your Community13. Have a Little Imagination14.
You Can’t Always Get What You Want15. If There Is a Will, There Is a Way16. Make a List (A)17.



Make a List (B)18. Protect the Ones You Love19. Show Compassion20. Sometimes It Hurts But
Requires Tough Love21. Use Interesting Instead22. Have a Safety Zone Group23. Don’t Always
Assume You Know All the Facts24. Learn to Just Say, “No, Thank You!”25. How Did I Manage It?
26. Love Bomb Unconditionally27. Mom Journal ReflectionsHot Mom StuffAre You Ready for
Your First Child?AcknowledgementsAbout the AuthorAbout the CoverPrefaceFrom Tokyo to
Dublin, I have written down my experiences about what worked for me as a mother. Sometimes
on pieces of scratch paper, sometimes at the keyboard, I wrote parts of what has now become
this book: How I took my first step on the moon.Having benefited from reading articles and
books about parenting, I wanted to contribute to what was on bookshelves and share pieces of
advice that helped my kids to see the world and their position in it more clearly. I wanted to help
not only future parents but also current mothers and fathers who are looking for new ways to
help their children grow up to be thoughtful, loyal, and driven human beings.From the Pacific to
the Atlantic, I have written down details of big events and lessons learned while on the journey of
motherhood. Putting my personal experiences on the page became this book, which offers
current parents: a personal collection to hopefully learn from, a journal to help you detail your
past and present, and an opportunity for you to put pen to paper and journal some of your own
ideas and experiences.I hope reading these stories is as much fun for my readers as it was for
me to write them.IntroductionTwenty-four years ago, I was pregnant with my twins, Sofia and
Alexander. While they and their younger sister, Isabel, are now grown, in 1997 I was sitting down
and wondering: How do I teach my kids life lessons? Growing up, I had an incredible example of
how to be a mother: my own mother, but I was me. How was I going to teach my own children
what I had learned?So I made choices and, along the way, I learned new ways of helping my
kids. I listened to the advice of friends and drew upon what my parents had taught me. And then
I consistently told and showed my kids what is now in the following pages:Practice what you
preach.Show compassion.Protect the ones you love.Each chapter in this journal offers advice to
anyone looking for ways to communicate life lessons to their own children or to try something
new on their own journey of parenting.As a mother who has lived with my family in thirteen
different locations in and outside of the United States, I know how important it was to give my
kids a structure that they needed. Whether it was in Japan, Mexico, or Ireland, I learned how to
land in a place and find ways for my kids to have fun and to contribute to the community around
them.In the following pages, you will find true accounts of my mom moments that you can
emulate or modify to best suit your own parenting style. This book is also a helpful journal for
anyone who is thinking about becoming a parent or who is already in the process of raising kids.
These pages offer ample space to write down your own experiences, to plan for the future, and
to spend time, possibly, laughing at your own mishaps or mistakes.From helping my three
children to better understand the benefits of ending arguments early to properly explaining the
birds and the bees, my stories, advice, and the journal space provided for you to write is a
portable tool to use at home or when traveling.As a current Life & Career Coach to CEOs and
individuals who are working at major companies around the world, I know how important it is to



see your true potential. This journal includes questions that you might have never answered
before regarding who you are as a person and how you want to help your own kids become their
own best selves and reach their true potential.July 1976, Albuquerque, New Mexico, age five. In
front of the Tailwind Lounge in ABQ International Sunport airport with my mother, Carolyn
Wachtel, from whom I learned how to take my first step on the moon. It all started with her. This
photo was taken right before she and I blasted off on my first plane ride!This book is dedicated
to my magic makers, Sofia, Alexander, and Isabel. I hope these little stories keep you smiling on
difficult days and help you to remember to be open to experiences yet to come in your journey
called life. The year 2022 brings many milestones for our family and one is that I will turn fifty, half
a century! It sounds daunting to me. For me, time is a marker, so I needed to document this
marker to make it relevant and mean something.While I am not sure of the original source, “Your
playing small does not serve the world” is a beautiful quote that I read once when I started in
graduate school. Ever since, I have leaned on those words in my life, a small reason I created
this book of short stories.I have personally made my own garden brilliant with your father. I have
no doubt you will make mistakes and have little hiccups along the way, but I do know that not
only did you all make my garden more brilliant and colorful, I am honored to get to know you as
my smiling sunflowers and will cherish these additional years to come. Your faces are always
turning to the sun. You have become and are becoming amazing humans. I was once the
teacher and you the students and now the roles have evolved and, in some places, we are now
equal. You continually show your commitment to create and mold me to be a better version of
myself, your mother—a modern version—constantly learning.“It is the obligation of every manto
put back into the world at leastthe equivalent of what he takes out of it.”—Albert EinsteinAs a
mother, I was often finding ways to help my three kids learn more about themselves. It was a part
of my approach when teaching my children life lessons. Why recreate the wheel when your own
parents often have some of the answers? Two mottos of advice my father, Dr. Thomas Wachtel,
often said to my brothers and me were: “Prior Planning Prevents Pish Poor Performance” and the
Boy Scout motto: “Be Prepared.” I combined the two sayings and repeated it to my kids to instill
the value of thinking ahead. Now, my children are in their twenties and these sayings are still
ones that they mimic today.After I gave birth to our second daughter, Isabel, it really made me
ponder what it meant to be a woman. But I couldn’t put my finger on the precise description that I
needed to defi ne. There wasn’t one description of what that job title was that worked for me.
Does it mean that I am a mother? That I am a wife? That I am a professional? That…. ? The
questions stayed with me with no precise answer for several years. But answering that question
was important to me because I was portraying that definition to my children. You unfortunately
cannot hide much from your kids as they see everything and somehow pick up all of your
thoughts. I kept echoing my own father’s motto. When you have children, your body is not your
own and it definitely goes through some major changes. Yes, my kids watched me pee for years
—I wasn’t ready to let them go into the public bathroom alone!While I have my own answers for
what it means to me to be a woman now, I knew that my kids would learn about what it means to



be who they are not only from their parents but also from trusted family members, including their
grandparents. So I kept using my father’s wisdom, hoping it would stick in how they made
decisions and how they planned for the events of life ahead.My own mother introduced one part
of womanhood to me. I can remember her taking me to the grocery store as a teen and she
popped condoms into the grocery cart. She then looked at me and said, “Please don’t be stupid.
Never give it up for a ninety-nine-cent cheeseburger in the back of a Pinto on a Saturday night.” I
had just started dating a guy seriously. I was young and now I was completely mortified while
standing in the store aisle. I had barely kissed the boy! Being a public health nurse, my mother
wanted me to be protected. It was my responsibility, not the boy’s. She would say, “When you
know and can talk about it with your partner in a mature way and about understanding the
consequences of your actions, be prepared for the outcome. Then you know it is right for you
and only you.” I kept passing these pearls of wisdom along. Yep, even the ninety-nine-cent
cheeseburger remark.I did not own a Pinto nor did my boyfriend at the time, so of course I rolled
my eyes and walked the aisle without comment. My mother’s gesture, which was way liberal
considering my strict Catholic upbringing, has again and again hit a huge chord with me through
life. Not only did she trust me, but she also knew that I knew that when it was right for my body,
that I would be prepared. Catch the advice and pass it on to the next generation.There was a
study somewhere that I read about in Time magazine many years ago that girls who have a very
close and cuddly relationship with their fathers in their teen years tend to wait to be sexually
active in their lives. I had an amazingly close father-daughter relationship, so I know my father
did play a huge factor in my decision. He has since passed away and I am sure that he did not
think that his motto, “Prior Planning Prevents Pish Poor Performance,” would be used in this book
that way, but it is! I have a little giggle, now, writing this, wondering if my kids say the Six P’s
before going in for a kiss! Probably not. But when thinking of my kids’ future, I wanted them to
have the equivalent or better in a spouse that I have, which was setting the bar high–my husband
is uber affectionate, especially due to my printing that same Time study and leaving it on his
desk. A little pressure never hurts!Setting out to teach my kids life lessons, I was equipped with
my parents’ mottos and with my own methods. So when the topic of sex came about, I thought,
How do I teach them what I learned when it comes to sex? I wanted my children to grow up not
only independent and strong, as my parents had taught me to be, but I also wanted my kids to
have the knowledge that their bodies were divine, and to never fear their own strength and ability
to adapt to changes. I wanted to teach my girls and Alex that when their bodies were ready, they
would develop, and they should enjoy the process—whatever stages they were going through in
life. I wanted to teach them how to be prepared for the outcome and not rush it. I would help
them understand that all these things happening to them and their bodies were natural, and,
sometimes, they did not need to figure everything out quickly but just let it happen with that
special person when they were ready.Armed with my mottos, I first purchased them each a
book, one for girls and one for boys, so they could read about it and then ask me questions (of
course Sofia later did the hard job for me with Isabel and passed the book and her big sister



knowledge down) and in that process many questions came up about “how it all works.” I admit I
had some silent internal moments and actually enjoyed the discussions. I knew I was fulfilling a
responsibility to explain certain things and to alleviate some of their stress. I didn’t want them to
feel anxious. I could remember growing up and being a little scared when I first started learning
about sex, the fear of the unknown. Much to the dismay of my poor husband, the twins did not
hold back much. At the dinner table, his face went red several times over dessert during a
question-and-answer time.Armed with all the information we discussed, one day Sofia, who was
in early middle school, asked if she could prepare an emergency kit, so to speak, to be ready
just in case her body changed and she got her period. I was impressed that she was taking it
upon herself to be proactive. She helped most of her friends even before it happened to her.
Months later, at school, during health class, when there was a sex ed section being taught, the
twins were not worried since the subject was nothing new to them. They understood the
information from our discussions and had seen age-appropriate pictures. I told them that if they
had more questions, they should come to me, not their friends, as each family was different and
had a unique way of approaching a hard topic.On the day of the sex ed class, however, I picked
the kids up from school and the twins were chatting back and forth furiously about the class. The
boys had received a brown paper bag in their class and so had the girls. The teacher had
informed the students, since this class was private, that neither the girls nor the boys needed to
share what was in their bags.Alex had a distressed look in his eyes and he lovingly opened his
bag, displaying all the items to Sofia on the seat of the car after school pick up: a razor,
deodorant, foot powder, and breath mints. Then he said, “Please, Sofia, show me what is inside
your bag. If I am to understand women, like mom said, I need to know what is in there. I need to
be prepared.”This brought a huge smile to my face and my heart went out to him. Would he get
the answer to my question, What it is to be a woman? Who knows what the school provided the
girls in their little brown bags as Sofia never shared? But I definitely knew the answers to Alex’s
questions were not found in a brown bag or that simple as he would have to understand one
woman—his spouse—and get prepared for her.After they had finished reading, and in order to
share my advice, I sat Sofia and Alex down and had “the talk” again about their bodies and what
happens. I was open to questions they had and, to this day, we still have talks about various sex
related topics—yep, they are teaching me what is out there now—times have changed since I
was in my twenties.It is all I could ask for that my kids understand their bodies. As a parent, I
made information readily available to them and provided support when they had questions.
Ultimately, only they could decide the outcome, no pish poor performance here! And if Alex
discovered the answer of how to understand women, then, Wow!My advice: Being educated and
knowledgeable prior to becoming active sexually gives you choices. Choices give you power.
Power not to give your mother more gray hair and things to worry about! Use your six P’s to be
preparedWe had been living in Mexico City for about two and half years and news came that we
would be transferred to Dallas, Texas. Having never lived in this state, I thought getting cowboy
boots would be my issue and was contemplating this when we had our first tornado warning.



Neither Albert nor I knew what was happening when the blaring sirens alerted the neighborhood.
I was only thinking, Wow, that is odd, and wondering what that loud noise was for. We were
completely clueless. To my amazement, mothers asked me the next day at school if the whole
family got into the bathtub for safety. I was a fish out of water. The only thing Albert and I did
during that first tornado was finish our glass of wine and we definitely did not wake our kids from
their beds to go into the bathtub. I was not from Texas!I wanted my traditional enchiladas not Tex-
Mex style and a culture I understood. I was having trouble adapting to life back in the States and
my children were feeling this confusion because of me and my actions. Albert was busy at work
and traveling a lot and I started to become that negative mom because I was uncomfortable with
my surroundings, and this was reflected in my children’s attitudes.I decided that day, I needed to
figuratively pull up my Big Girl Texas pants and figure out how to put myself and the kids out
there to enjoy something fun, even if we failed and looked ridiculous. We had no additional family
nearby and really no friends yet, so there was a lot of time to fill without worrying what others
thought.That afternoon, as I loaded my groceries, I saw the Arthur Murray dance studio across
the parking lot and—who knows why—I decided to step inside. I saw that there was a room with
a large wood floor with ballet bars along the walls and lots of mirrors. I thought, This could be a
new adventure. I explained that I had twins in the fifth grade and a third grader, and that we
wanted to learn to dance.The teacher was very surprised to hear that a young group of kids
wanted to learn to dance salsa, tango, and merengue. Little did she know, they didn’t know yet!
She had me fill out paperwork that morning and, after I unloaded the groceries and picked up
the kids from school, we headed over to shake our hips. The kids learned quickly and surpassed
me in lessons. I was told to sit out for a few lessons with my two left feet and the three of them
progressed.I was thrilled to see my daughter, Sofia, practicing when no one was watching, or my
son doing merengue, moving his hips back and forth, after kicking the soccer ball at school,
unknown to others that the movement was from his dance class. I would say it helped his
game.All the dance moves were starting to become part of our daily routine and we all became
happier. I would cook and play our class music and the kids would salsa around the kitchen
setting the table or grabbing one another to practice a move. In our minds, I know we thought we
were amazing and could dance like professionals, yet it was something we were doing
together.One particular weekend, the dance instructor informed us that there was a small
competition that following Friday night and the kids were going to perform. This just got real. I
was scared for them, nervous, and at that point, thinking to myself, What did I sign my kids up
for? A competition? Oooh no—what if they failed? The show Dancing with the Stars was not a
thing then.We arrived in our Latin costumes—Halloween costumes purchased that summer in
Spain, the matador and his two flamenco dancers— me with my red rose in my hair, and the kids
performing like it was something they had done for years. I had told my husband that they were
competing and he was shocked. “When did all this happen?”I know there were missed steps
and forgotten hand movements that evening, but the kids captured the audience with cheers
and had enormous pride on their faces. They were the only kids among a sea of adults



competing. I stuck to my basic steps while they twirled. They finished their routines and took a
bow for fellow classmates and guests—even Albert’s parents surprised us and came to visit with
my husband’s great uncle, Tio Juan, to see the show.They did not win any prizes, but my son
even danced the salsa with the beautiful traveling instructor from Puerto Rico. That was his
highlight. One short and the other very tall, making me proud that he had the courage to just do
it. I realized that night that doing activities in your life that make you happy with your surroundings
—but that may be uncomfortable at times—allows you to branch out. My kids showed this to me.
I was glad that I decided to walk into the studio that first day and inquire about lessons. While my
kids did not always appreciate the classes, they now have rhythm.I never did buy boots while in
Dallas those two years, but when we moved away, we were left with far more electric memories,
new adventures explored, and not just how to dance better but also how to change a part of our
environment to get out of a rut.My advice: You have to put yourself out there and do things
differently. This could create new experiences. Plus, like Shakira, the hips don’t lie!
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Tricia M. Tasto, “Great Advice. As a mother of two children this book is a must read. I spent a lot
of time focusing on my career and it's time for me to focus on my children before it's too late.
The author has great advice for Mom's of all ages and all stages of motherhood.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A MUST read for college teens, current moms and moms-to-be! Important
advice!. Such important and pertinent advice for any and all Moms! But also laugh out loud
funny. I could not put this read down.”

The book by Julianne Bosch has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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